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Abstract 
The paper deals with generalised vector finite integral transformation designed for the solution of initial boundary value problems 
described by systems of linear differential equations in partial derivatives. Described structural algorithm method provides for the 
construction of adjoint and invariant operators, that in contrast to the method of eigen function expansion can be considered non-
selfadjoint boundary value problems with asymmetric matrix coefficients in the system of equations. An essential feature of the 
proposed method is the ability to produce all the components of the solution including two vectors of sound functions without 
any a priori information. The proposed procedure is demonstrated as a new method of analytical solution of the nonstationary 
problem for a shell of revolution with an arbitrary meridian. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the XXV Polish – Russian – Slovak Seminar “Theoretical 
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1. Introduction 
Construction of analytical solutions, especially in closed form is very difficult and important task related to the 
problem of integrability of differential equations of mechanics. Indeed, this approach inherited from the classics of 
the past allows us to deeply explore and analyze the internal communication of mathematical models. A special 
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place is occupied with the spectral decomposition (in eigen functions) [3], are widely used in the study of linear 
boundary and initial-boundary value problems of elasticity theory and the theory of plates and shells [4-9]. 
As the formal procedure of the proposed method is a new [1], first we are going to formulate in a general form the 
structural matrix algorithm biorthogonal instrumentation applied to the linear initial-boundary value problem, 
describing in particular unsteady axisymmetric stress-strain state (SSS) shells of revolution. 
 
Nomenclature 
ഥܷ(Ϊ;t)   required vector- function displacement 
ܩҧ(ߣ௜;Ϊ), ܭഥ(ߤ௜;Ϊ)  two of sound vector functions orthogonal transformation 
ȡ(Ϊ)   weighting function 
(ߣ௜;t)   transfor of function U(x;t) 
F(ߣ௜;t)   transfor image of dynamic load ƒ(x;t) 
ԡܩ௜ԡ   rate sound function G 
ሺܩǢ ܭሻఘ   scalar product in the adopted metric 
ߣ௜, ߤ௜   the eigenvalues of the corresponding homogeneous boundary value problems 
A[ ]   differential expression of a mathematical model 
‘   bar denotes differentiation by variable  x 
.   dot denotes differentiation by variable t 
T   denotes transposition 
ܣכ,ܣככ   dual and double-adjoint operator  Ⱥ 
ܴଵ,ܴଶ   the radii of curvature of the shell 
ࣟ៭,ࣟఝ   relative longitudinal deformation of the shell 
߯៭,߯ఝ   curvature corresponding 
፷៭ᎈ   transverse shear angles  
Ϊ,t   the spatial coordinate and time  
ഥܷƕ, ሶܷ ƕ   given initial conditions 
U, W, Ȍ   displacement vector component 
X, ᎈ, M   dynamic load vector components 
ఝܰ
כ ǡ ៭ܰכ   loop normal strength (dimensional) 
ܳ៭כ    loop shear forces (dimensional) 
ܯఝכ ǡܯ៭כ    bending length moments (dimension) 
ఝܰǡ ៭ܰǡ ܳ៭ǡܯఝǡܯ៭ the relevant dimensionless efforts 
2. Statement of the Problem 
For this purpose, in the class of vector functions square integrable in the metric separable real space  IpL
2  on the 
segment > @1,0 T I   of domain ^ `tI u: :  this biorthogonal FIT is constructed [1], [2], [10]. 
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Here u - the unknown vector function (column matrix mxl order); Ʉ, G -, two core vector functions of the same 
order, which are non-zero invariant solutions and the adjoint homogeneous boundary value problems and iO , iP  - 
corresponding eigenvalues;   0!Tp  diagonal matrix (mxm) of weighting functions -; Ɍ - transposition sign. 
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ti ,OM is transform, and decomposition (2) – is inversion formula of biorthogonal FIT. Components 
     ^ ` 2,,,,, pikikk LGKtu TOTPT  at the same time are the elements of space   ...2,12 mkIL p   
To simplify further consideration  we will include  Tp  in  the core of the vector function, i.e. 
 > @    > @    > @  tupGpGKpK iii ,u,,,, 2
1
12
1
12
1
1 TTTOTTPT    , 
and keep for 111 ,, uGK  previous notation. Thus, we have: 
       ³  
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T
i
,                (11) 
and in (2) instead of the scalar product  pii GK ,  should be considered  ii GK , . 
Inversion formula (2) is based on biorthogonality relation: 
   pi
j
ip GjKGK ,, G  ɢɥɢ    jiji GKGK ,, G ,               (3) 
where jiG  - Kronecker symbol. 
It was shown [1], [2] that, subject to limitations transforms (1) provides the only representations and the 
convergence expansions in the metric of the space 2pL defined by the inversion formula (2). 
Consider the initial-boundary value problem described by a system of differential equations of hyperbolic type: 
> @  tfuEuA ,T                      (4) 
      0,,0, 000     tuuuu t TTT                   (5) 
0;011   c Tueud       
122 ;0 TT   c ueud ,                  (6) 
where > @uA  - is the differential operator: 
> @ cuubuauA ccc ,                  (7) 
2,12,1 ,,,, edcba  - square matrix and the first three are functional, a  - diagonal, E  - identity and 2,1, da  - 
nonsingular matrix All of them have the order (mxm). 00 ,, uuf   - known vector function (mx1). The bar and the 
dot denotes differentiation with respect to the spatial variable T  and time t . Equations (5) and (6) represent the 
initial and boundary conditions. 
To (4) it is brought the original system of differential equations of motion after dividing by a diagonal 
nonsingular matrix coefficients of the inertial members.  In case when the operator A is singular at one end of the 
interval, for example in 0 T , then the corresponding equation (6) is replaced by the condition limitations (the 
regularity of the decision).. 
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3. Solution method 
If now act integral operator (1) to the equation (4) and the initial conditions (5), then the result is 
> @     GfGu
dt
dGuA ,,,
2
2
  ,                 (8) 
        0,,,,,, 0000      tGuGudt
dGuGu tt  .               (9) 
After integration by parts of the first term (8) with (7) satisfying the usual conditions of the two structural 
instrumentation algorithm method FIT [1] i.e.  
> @       0, 11
0
0
*  »¼
º
«¬
ª 
c
c )
TT
GbuGauGauGu TTTTTTT             (10) 
> @   GuGAu i ,, 2* O /                (11) 
Here *A  is adjoint A  differential expression  
> @     GcGbGaGA TTT cs *                (12) 
Equation (10) is the vanishing of the bilinear form on the ends of the interval, and (11) - operating property. 
Keeping in mind the designation of transformants (11) and the relation (10), (11), equation (8), (9) form a 
countable set of problems concerning the Cauchy  ti ,OM  
      f   ,1,,,, 2 itFtt iiii OOMOOM  
        0,,,0, 000     tt itiii OMOMOMOM   
Its solution can be written as: 
         ³  
t
iiiiiiiii dtFttt
0
11
00 sin,sincos, WWOWOOOOOMOOMOM  ,           (13) 
where 00 ,, MM F  - appropriate transformants (11), i.e 
     ^ `      ^ `  ³ 
1
0
0000 ,,,,,,,
T
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iii              (14) 
From the equality of the operator (11), such a system of differential equations for the components of the core 
instrumentation vector functions FIT G : 
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> @ GGA i2* O .                 (15) 
Expressing (6) derivatives uc  and substituting their values in (10), we obtain the following boundary conditions 
for G : 
1) 0;01
T   c TGgGa  2) 12 ;0 TT   c GgGa
T             (16) 
Here     TTTT baedag c  2,112,12,1                (17) 
The relations (15), (16) are conjugate boundary value problem for the determination of the components kG of the 
vector function instrumentation core FIT G . In case, when 
2,1,0 1
daT  
 TT
, and the matrix 2,1d  - are symmetric  > @ TTT eeba 2,12,1,0 1  c  TT ,          (18) 
then the boundary conditions (16) are self-adjoint, i.e. 
1) 0;011   c TGeGd   2) 122 ;0 TT   c GeGd           (161) 
Now constitute the inner product for members of equality (15) with sound vector function K .  We have 
> @   KGGKGA i ,, 2* O                 (19) 
Integrating by parts and using the same (10), (11) two conditions 
> @       0, 11
0
0
**  
»
»
¼
º
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¬
ª
c
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 )
T
T
KGaKGbKGaKG
TTTT
T
TT             (20) 
> @   KGKAG j ,, 2** P ,                (21) 
of (19), (21) the ratio of biorthogonality comes (3) 
   jiKGji z  ;0,22 PO  
The operator equation (21) **A  is dual to the differential expression [3] i.e. 
> @ > @ cKKbKaKAKA ccc  **                (22) 
If you now use the operating property (21), followed by (20) with the boundary conditions (16), we obtain an 
invariant of the original, homogeneous boundary value problem for the components kK  of the second sound 
instrumentation vector function FIT K . We have: 
> @ KKA i2P                  (23) 
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1) 0;011   c TKeKd   2) 122 ;0 TT   c KeKd            (24) 
After calculating your own vector-valued functions G  and K  their corresponding eigenvalues ji PO , of the 
homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations (15), (16) and (23), (24) the general solution of the initial 
boundary value problem (4) - (6) is located on the inversion formula (2), taking into account (13), (14). Thus, the 
possibility of building zamknu¬togo solution of problem (4) - (6) is determined by the integrable systems of 
ordinary differential equations (15) and (23). NOTE: If GK   the FIT biorthogonal instrumentation (1), (2) 
becomes the usual FIT [1], and transform, is still a scalar product (1), and the inversion formula takes the form: 
     ¦
f
 
 
1
2,,,
i
iii GGttu TOOMT ,               (25) 
where  piii GGG ,
2  - square of the norm in the metric 2pL . 
The ratio of biorthogonality (3) at the same time transformed into a well-known condition of orthogonality 
  2, ijipji GGG G                 (26) 
FIT (1), (25) designed to study self-adjoint initial value problems (4)-(6), where 
> @ > @GAGA  * , 
Lagrange's identity is true [4] 
> @  > @ GAuGuA ,,                   (27) 
Using (1)-(7)  and (8)-(27) considered transient dynamics of a shell of revolution. 
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